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The 2018 Charleston Conference Poster Sessions — A Sampler

by Tom Gilson (Associate Editor, Against the Grain) <gilson@cofc.edu>

and Katina Strauch (Editor, Against the Grain) <kstrauch@comcast.net>

The annual poster session has proven to be one of the most popular events held during the Charleston Conference. In addition to the visually pleasing and informative posters, the presenters are also available to answer questions and discuss their posters during this 60-minute session that typically draws 250-300 attendees. Many of these posters are on display online indefinitely — see the link below.

Additionally, to that, an adjacent room, virtual posters — PDF poster images — of many of the posters are displayed on large flat screen monitors at six viewing stations. Attendees can examine these virtual posters in detail and send themselves copies of favorite posters and contact the presenters directly via email.

Living up to the standards set by past poster sessions, the 2018 edition provided an excellent venue to describe innovative programs, demonstrate practical problem-solving, and report the results of recent research. Featuring a total of 36 posters, the 2018 poster session dealt with topics of interest ranging from data analysis to the role of subject liaisons and from international copyright to discovery and access.

However, in order to provide an even better sense of the diversity of topics covered, we are offering the following sampler of posters, presenters, and accompanying abstracts.

**Buy Wisdom or Borrow It?**
by Stacy Bruss, Collection Services Coordinator Librarian, Boulder Labs Library

“This poster presents the findings of a study on demand-driven acquisition (DDA) eBooks at a federal research library. A number of questions are answered: Examining the books that have been selected for perpetual access due to DDA use, is subsequent usage by customers commensurate with the cost of the purchase? Would other, newer models, such as short-term loans or access-to-own, better meet the needs of the library’s customers and budget, or do the usage patterns of these books show it is more cost-effective when the library provides perpetual access?”

**Corralling Data for Collection Decisions**
by Latisha Reynolds, Humanities and Social Sciences Librarian, University of Louisville and Susan Finley, Business Librarian, University of Louisville

“Subject liaisons and research librarians know multiple metrics and qualitative inputs are required to assess the full value of a given electronic resource, particularly within the context of a library’s entire collection.”

“This poster outlines how our library is incorporating both usage statistics provided by vendors and peer institution comparisons in a Sharepoint-based invoice tracking system. We also describe how we are using faculty requests, interlibrary loan data, chat transcripts, and other reference/research inquiries as we strive to develop a consistent and simple, yet comprehensive, method for evaluating not only existing resources, but also potential new purchases and subscriptions.”

**Data Analytics for Acquisitions Reports**
by Jeffrey Sowder, Head Order Services & Acquisitions, Emory University

“A poster displaying the steps for generating reports on staff work outputs using data analytics, in this case ExL Libris Alma analytics. Library operations staff and managers will benefit from learning how to expose hidden work that doesn’t show up in standard library metrics reporting. Various reports are displayed along with steps performed in creating them from initial idea to execution.”

**We Can’t Always Get What We Want, But If We Try Some Data, We Might Get What We Need!**
by Stephanie Baker, Library Information Systems Specialist, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign.

**George Gottschalk**, Acquisitions Operations Specialist, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and **Lynn Wiley**, Head of Acquisitions, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign

“Are you awash in order data? This major ARL library has a long history collecting purchase data by discipline and publisher, circulation data, online use data, evidence-based data, demand driven orders and use data. After several years of pilot programs and in looking at the most important academic books bought and used over five years from several angles — we merged it all. We combined that with user surveys and vendor plans to overhaul and automate book buying. The problems are many: fewer staff and fewer dollars, less shelf space, a large student population, and bibliographers too taxed for time to do title orders and an unpredictable book-publishing world. The goals: get users what they want and when they want it while making the best use of our time and collection dollars.”

“The poster traces our data collections, analysis and final morphing into a coherent plan to automate more shipments and expand multiple demand driven plans with cost containment built in and anticipating users’ needs for print or e formats. We can’t always get what we want… but we can spend some time and use data to get what we need!”

**Doing the Math – Discovering Infinity Transitioning Monograph Standing Orders From Print To Online and Deriving A Variable Formula For Success**
by Mayu Ishida, Reference Librarian, University of British Columbia and Kat McGrath, Collections Librarian, University of British Columbia

“In retrospect, persuading the Math faculty at the University of British Columbia (UBC) of the value in switching their beloved monograph series from print to online format was a breeze. The tough part came in making this pledge a reality.”

“As with most academic institutions, the pursuit of online collection options is a logical objective, to help meet the demands of reduced space for print resources and the desire to provide access to more content to a broader range of users. Although stalwart defenders of the importance of print and physical proximity to their collections, the Math faculty at UBC were won over by arguments of greater discoverability, findability and access. In making our case, we knew that the series in question were available electronically, what we didn’t fully realize is they become different entities when they go digital...”

“This poster explores the logistical and financial issues to consider in making existing eBook purchase models work for our circumstances and is of interest to librarians and publishers involved in mathematical eBook collections.”

**It Will Work: Adapting A Weighted Allocation Formula For A Different Climate**
by April Davies, Head of Technical & Public Services, SUNY Cobleskill

“Libraries are increasingly asked to justify every part of their spending. Such justification is easier if we can show evidence that our purchasing is tied to multiple measurable data points. This poster looks continued on page 34.
at the implementation of a weighted allocation formula for acquisitions at a small, underfunded public college.”

“...For years, the library had been setting yearly allocations using an average of historical spending plus a small percentage to cover inflation, which was then tweaked based on liaison input. After attending a session at a previous Charleston Conference, we decided to adapt the models that we saw to our own, unique situation. We developed a statistically-driven formula using data such as circulation, enrollment, and cost of materials which we feel has resulted in a more equitable and user-focused allocation model.”

“The presenter addresses the impetus for our change in practice, details of the model, considerations that went into it, results to date, and future plans.”

Reimagining Research Services’ Outreach to Faculty and Students: A Tale of Two Research Departments
by Linda Colding, Head of Reference, Research, & Instruction, Florida Gulf Coast University Library and Barbara Tierney, Head of Research & Information Services, University of Central Florida Libraries

“Two academic Research Managers look at innovative outreach strategies that they coordinate in their respective libraries to support faculty/student success.”

“At UCF, Subject Librarians reach out to their faculty to help them design ‘Research Intensive’ courses and identify ‘Textbook Alternatives.’ They also identify customized resources to support interdisciplinary Faculty Cluster initiatives and grant-seeking research faculty. Subject Librarians also send their faculty discipline-specific e-newsletters and congratulatory emails for various successes.”

“Some UCF Subject Librarians have been given ‘engagement assignments’ whereby they coordinate outreach to targeted student constituencies such as First-Time-In-College Students, Transfer Students, Honors in the Major Students, Undergraduate Research Students, International Students, and Graduate Students.”

“Other UCF student outreach strategies include planning engaging library programs (celebrating Total Eclipse-of-the-Sun and Mars-viewing, Day of the Dead, Earth Day) and ensuring high attendance by inviting faculty to bring entire classes.”

“FGCU Library’s Student Engagement Committee sponsors board game nights, an escape room, and National Novel Writing Month activities. ‘Library Ambassadors’ (graduate and upper division students) connect with their peers by participating in instruction sessions, Mobile Librarian, and Reference Desk services.

“FGCU Subject Librarians reach out to faculty by adding a Research Guide for every course in their Canvas LMS, sending e-newsletters, honoring Faculty Authors, and purchasing textbooks for courses with the largest DFW rates and largest student enrollment.”

When the Wind Blows: Changing Roles for Changing Times
by Shelby Hallman, Research Librarian for Engineering & Entrepreneurship, North Carolina University Libraries and Mira Waller, Department Head, Research Engagement, North Carolina State University Libraries

“Subject liaisons have traditionally focused on providing services and collections. Recently, however, roles have shifted from a support model to actively engaging and collaborating with scholars throughout the academic life-cycle and research enterprise. At the same time, users increasingly require functional information support (e.g., for GIS, data visualization, or data mining) in place of or in addition to domain-specific services. As the liaison role continues to evolve, finding the right balance between the roles of generalist, subject specialist, and functional expert will provide both challenges and opportunities.”

“This poster session focuses on a case study of two librarians who started out in the Collections & Research Strategy department and ended up in a new department, Research Engagement. One librarian transitioned from being a Libraries Fellow into a new role as Research Librarian for Engineering & Entrepreneurship and the other librarian transitioned from being the Associate Head of the Collections & Research Strategy department into being the head of the new department. The librarians share their perspectives and experiences around helping to shape and form this new department including: building an identity, developing goals and priorities, and figuring out the role of the new department in the organization. The librarians also share what traditional skills are still needed in their new roles and what strategies can be employed for identifying and building new skills.”

If You Build It, Will They Come? Convincing Faculty To Utilize The Campus Repository
by Jennifer L. Pate, Scholarly Communications and Instructional Services Librarian, University of North Alabama

“Faculty buy-in of an institutional repository can be an uphill battle. Even as IRs become more common and more popular, some faculty may still not understand what it is or how it can benefit them. Other faculty may understand the concept of an IR but might be frustrated by the thought of it being just another administrative task added to their ever-increasing to-do list. The need to educate faculty on why the repository is important and how it can support their pursuit of tenure and promotion goals remains a challenge for most IR administrators. Do you start with the faculty or the administration? Do you try to talk to faculty one-on-one or do you go to department meetings? Can you hold open sessions in the library or other central locations on campus? This poster addresses these questions and will provide a framework that you can take back to your campus and use to build rapport with faculty.”

Making Data Sharing the New Normal: Progress and Challenges
by Mithu Lucraft, Marketing Director, Outreach and Open Research, Springer Nature

“The case for open data to support good research practice is increasingly inarguable. Open access to research data can help speed the pace of discovery and deliver more value by enabling reuse and reducing duplication. Good data practice also makes research more efficient, effective and fulfilling for researchers. A survey conducted in 2017 by Springer Nature with more than 7,000 researchers found that, despite the known benefits, there is still a significant proportion of data that is not being shared. The survey explored some of the main challenges for researchers in data sharing, including how data is organized; knowledge of copyright and licensing; knowledge about repositories; time; and costs. This poster summarizes the findings of this survey, and our considered views on increasing data sharing amongst researchers.”

Spotlight Your Gems: Enhancing Unique Collections Through Discovery, Access, and Digital Scholarship
by Elaine Mael, Cataloging Librarian, Towson University

“Showcasing a specialized, unique collection in a large, multifaceted library can present a number of challenges for the library staff. The necessities of discoverability, access, promotion, and curatorship require a strategic plan that will support and enhance the smaller collection, yet preserve its distinctive character. Librarians at a large state university in Maryland have met this particular challenge with practicality and creativity. This poster’s goal is to demonstrate how a library can apply this approach to highlight any collection embedded within a larger one.”

“When Towson University incorporated the programs and faculty of the small, private Baltimore Hebrew University, it also absorbed its library of more than 70,000 volumes into its own. The collection included monographs, periodicals, audio-visual materials, electronic resources, and a rare items collection, comprised of books, manuscripts, and artifacts. Absorbing an entire specialized library collection into a larger diverse one created an opportunity to develop a plan to curate and accentuate it.”

“The library staff approached this daunting task enthusiastically, employing several methods to manage, improve, and feature this collection. Mindful of both current and potential end users, the staff has taken great care to emphasize discovery and accessibility. The collection continued on page 35...
The online community surrounding the Charleston Conference has been growing every year. Attendees and aspiring attendees become a virtual village for the week, asking for recommendations and sharing information through the hashtag #ChsConf2018. Although there is nothing quite like being there, there were many opportunities to keep up with all the happenings in Charleston solely through social media.

Actually, the fun started before everyone had even arrived in Charleston! There were posts and tweets about travel arrangements and pictures of airplanes and luggage. First-time attendees and returning guests were eager to start their separate journeys and they were happy to share their plans with the world (https://twitter.com/kainee/status/1059653039445319681). The travelers also told us what they most wanted to see, hear, and eat once they got into town.

Everyone seemed excited to check out the local cuisine. As always, Magnolias Restaurant (https://www.facebook.com/MagnoliasCharleston/) was noted by many as a can’t-miss part of their trip, but there were many new spots mentioned as well. Pounce Cat Cafe + Wine Bar (https://www.facebook.com/pouncecatcafe/) was one surprisingly popular new destination among conference attendees. Yes, it really is a cafe filled with cats and it really was mentioned in more than one social media post about the conference.

As always, there were gorgeous photos of Charleston, including the pineapple fountain at Waterfront Park, the Arthur Ravenel Jr. Bridge, and lots and lots of palm trees. Many captured digital evidence of long-awaited meetups and meals. Some people snapped the interiors and exteriors of our two main venues, The Francis Marion Hotel and The Gail-lard Center (https://twitter.com/MsLanell/status/1060293989117714432); included in these were pics of speakers, slides, and vendor tables.

We cannot forget to mention our favorite squirrel paparazzo, Corey Seeman (@cseeman). Corey was kind enough to share some photos of furry fauna in Marion Square (https://twitter.com/cseeman/status/1061370067487727621). Corey might love squirrels a little more than the rest of us, but his gorgeous photos could make anyone appreciate those cute critters.

On Tuesday, the Vendor Showcase was all over Twitter and Facebook. Vendors were sharing their table numbers and promotions all day. One of our favorites was British Online Archives’ (@boa_map) crowdsourced story, “A Librarian Walks Into a Bar” (https://twitter.com/boa_map/status/105987522755035141) and Bloomsbury Digital’s (@Bloomsbury_Digit) trivia wheel, where you could win a pineapple. Of course, everyone was excited to show off their swag (https://twitter.com/eileana_ere/status/1059935449936147457). There were t-shirts and tote bags and mouse-pads galore! A few attendees joked that they’d never again have to purchase a pen.

As more people arrived in Charleston, our hashtag got a workout. We got a peek at some of the Preconferences and tweets about the Welcome Reception, sponsored by The Modern Language Association (@MLAnews). Then there were pictures from the First-Time Attendees Reception, sponsored by Better World Books (@BWBBooks), where we celebrated the Up and Comer Award winners.

There were quite a few conference-related hashtags trending on Twitter. Two standouts were #OER (https://twitter.com/teclesex_Bhsx/status/1060183984758301377) and #FastPitch. Open educational resources are obviously a hot topic right now and the hashtag was being used liberally. The Charleston Fast Pitch Competition rewards innovations and entrepreneurship in academic libraries or related industries and was referenced often by conference-goers congratulating the winners.

Social Media was abuzz with Annette Thomas’ (@AnnetteKThomas) announcement that Clarivate Analytics (@clarivate) would be renamed Web of Science (webofscience). The announcement was made during her inspiring keynote speech, “The Future of Research Information: Open, Connected, Seamless” (https://twitter.com/clarivate/status/1060169050511282176). Our online community shared quite a few compelling quotes from this speech.

Thanks to all our live tweeters! We really appreciate everyone who gave us up-to-the-minute highlights of all the sessions we couldn’t personally attend. These were the most informative posts about what was happening on the conference floor. A very special thanks to our Live-Tweet MVP, Cris Ferguson (@librarycris), who tweeted more than any other attendee. Along with a few other frequent posters, Cris went above and beyond to help all of us who couldn’t attend get some of the messages being shared by speakers in real time.

By far, the most live-tweeted speech was Ruth Okediji’s keynote, “Navigating Access to Knowledge: Copyright, Fake News, Fair Use, and Libraries” (https://twitter.com/library_cris/status/10603832818550784). Her speech was described as exceptional. One tweeter said she is, “[R]eally good at making copyright sexy.” Based on the quotes that were shared, I might have to agree.

Lindsay Cronk (@linds_bo) and Rachel Fleming (@RachelMFleming) from @the-ace شب (@the-ace) presented the wildly popular “They Didn’t Teach This in Library School.” This session also generated quite a tweet-storm. Lindsay made a few new friends online based on her choice of opening music. Bikini Kill’s “Rebel Girl” got the crowd hyped for the Neapolitan Session (https://twitter.com/linds_bot/status/106021273380926337). The Annual Reception was held at the South Carolina Aquarium and sponsored by Elsevier (@elsevier) (https://twitter.com/reveys_library/status/106237023568279024). The aquarium is a beautiful venue with noteworthy sights around every corner. Our online friends didn’t disappoint, posting numerous photos of the sea life and decor.

The conference wrapped up with Erin Gallagher’s Poll-a-palooza (https://twitter.com/drgong/status/1060949716710670337) and the closing ceremony (https://twitter.com/).